Microbes to fight fatty liver disease
The European research network “BestTreat” develops novel measures against non-alcoholic fatty
liver disease
Jena. Scientists from eight European research institutions and companies have joined forces in the
EU network "BestTreat" to develop new diagnostic and treatment options for non-alcoholic fatty
liver disease. To this end, they want to make use of microorganisms that ensure functioning
digestion and development of the immune system in healthy people. This so-called intestinal
microbiome is disturbed in fatty liver disease, but the exact role of the microorganisms in the onset
and progression of the disease is still unclear. The partners want to find out how the intestinal
microbiome changes in fatty liver disease and develop methods to restore it.
Headed by Gianni Panagiotou from the Leibniz Institute for Natural Product Research and Infection
Biology (Leibniz-HKI) in Jena, eight European scientists have joined forces to improve the diagnosis and
therapy of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. As part of the Innovative Training Network BestTreat, which
is funded by the European Commission, they intend to train 15 doctoral researchers from September on.
Partners from Finland, Denmark, the Netherlands and Germany work together in the network and combine
their scientific expertise in systems biology, human biology and microbiology to tackle this complex topic.
The common goal is to identify specific patterns in the composition of the intestinal microbiome that can
be used to diagnose and predict the course of the disease. In addition, therapeutic approaches will be
developed to restore the balance of the intestinal microbiome. For example, certain microorganisms will
be used as so-called biotherapeutics. The young scientists receive interdisciplinary training and spend time
visiting the partners during the course of their doctoral thesis. The involvement of companies allows to
close the gap between academic research on the cause of the disease and the development of new
diagnostic and therapeutic methods in industry.
"The cooperation of partners from different disciplines and the participation of companies opens up
completely new possibilities: Not only can we elucidate the role of the intestinal microbiome in the
development of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, but we also want to develop tools to use the microbiome
as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool," BestTreat coordinator Gianni Panagiotou describes the novel
approach. At the Leibniz-HKI, three of the doctoral researchers in the EU network will work on specific
aspects of the extensive research program. "One research focus in Jena is the role of complex microbial
communities in the development of diseases. We are very pleased to be able to gain valuable insights with
BestTreat using the concrete example of intestinal microbiomes in fatty liver disease," says Axel Brakhage,
Director of the Leibniz-HKI and Chair at the Friedrich Schiller University Jena, welcoming the
establishment of the new network.
An underestimated disease
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is one of the most common diseases worldwide – it is estimated that up to
27% of the population suffer from it. The symptoms are manifold and range from fatty degeneration to
cirrhosis of the liver or even liver cancer. The disease often remains undetected until severe or lifethreatening complications occur. Triggers can be, for example, the diet, an imbalance in the intestinal
microbiome or genetic factors. However, the underlying mechanisms are still unclear and there is no way
of predicting the individual course of the disease.
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